WE LAUNCHED GENERATION UNLIMITED
at the 73rd UNGA in New York with UN Secretary-General António Guterres

WE ORGANIZED OUR FIRST
CO-CREATION WORKSHOP
with partners and young people to plan how to achieve results for an entire generation

WE PREPARED GENU STRATEGY
together with partners, to bring value and make a difference

FIRST GENERATION UNLIMITED
GLOBAL BOARD MEETING
held alongside 73rd UNGA with high-level group of partners joining efforts for and with young people

WE STARTED WORKING IN COUNTRIES
such as Bangladesh, India and Kenya, expanding to more than 20 countries

WE BROUGHT TOGETHER LEADERS IN DAVOS
from the public and private sectors to discuss opportunities for young people
WE ANNOUNCED FIVE WINNERS of Generation Unlimited Youth Challenge, and started preparing the second round.

WE FINIALIZED THE BUSINESS CASE FOR DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY showcasing the opportunities and return on investment of public-private partnerships.

WE HOSTED OUR THIRD GLOBAL BOARD MEETING as our network of partners and young people continues to grow.

WE OPENED THE GENU CATALYTIC TRUST FUND HOSTED BY UNDP to support global and country operations. The first partners to commit financial resources include Dubai Cares, the Government of the Netherlands and Irish Aid.

WE PRODUCED GENU’S FIRST GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS Developed with partners, our thematic guides showcase approaches and policy options for upskilling, modernization of curricula, entrepreneurship, and more.

GENU REACHED 10 MILLION PEOPLE through our networks and partnerships.

WE ANNOUNCED A GROUNDBREAKING PARTNERSHIP WITH THE WORLD BANK at our second global board meeting.

WE CREATED THE YOUNG PEOPLE’S ACTION TEAM to ensure meaningful engagement of young people in Generation Unlimited.

WE LAUNCHED A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE AFRICAN UNION to reach 10 million young people by 2021.

WE OPENED THE GENU CATALYTIC TRUST FUND HOSTED BY UNDP to support global and country operations. The first partners to commit financial resources include Dubai Cares, the Government of the Netherlands and Irish Aid.

WE PRODUCED GENU’S FIRST GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS Developed with partners, our thematic guides showcase approaches and policy options for upskilling, modernization of curricula, entrepreneurship, and more.